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Revelation 12-14 
Engaging in this war on two fronts Rev. 12: 
* people (personalities) who are considered here v1-5 
     1. woman clothed with the sun … v1,2,5 - Israeli people 
     2. man child v5                                             - Jesus Christ 
     3. great red dragon v4, 9                           - Satan cf. 

12:9
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Engaging in this war on two fronts Rev. 12: 
* perspective on what is happening here v7-12 
1. war in heaven v7    Michael & his angels  Dragon & his … 
        a. interaction of war v8,9 
        b. commentary on outcome v10-12 
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Revelation 12-14 
Engaging in this war on two fronts Rev. 12: 
2.  war on earth v13-17  with 3 attacks noted 
       a. dragon down => hot pursuit of Israel v13,14 
       b. serpent foiled => water weapon v15,16 
       c. dragon furious => offspring with  12:17 & 13:1
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Engaging in this war on two fronts Rev. 12: 
  * then comes the rising of the Beast 13:1 
    antichrist - anti against & instead of  
   Not a new concept - 1John 2:18,22; 4:3  
   A present & a future in plural & singular 
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    > his appearance 1,2a  a man & a political regime  
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“Here is a call for…” Revelation 12-14 
* people who are described here 13:1-10 Beast 2 FP 
    > his appearance v11, meeker lamb like  
    > his amazing-ness (authority, aim) v12 -> antichrist 
    > his activity v13-17 signs -> worship anti. & money   
    > comment - this calls wisdom its 666 by this one  
!
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“Here is a call for…” Revelation 12-14 
* perspective on what is coming down here 14: 
  1. about the Lamb of God’s servant v1-5 
  2. to the people on earth v6-13 angelic announcements 
     of gospel 6,7; of downfall v8, of warning about 666 
   3. concerning the final battle v14-20 bloody battle  
!
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            Making use of grace -  
 But by the grace of God I am what I am, and His grace 

toward me was not in vain; but I labored more 
abundantly than they all, yet not I, but the grace of 
God which was with me.  1 Cor. 15:10 
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“Here is a call for…” Revelation 12-14 
            Making use of grace -  
 We then, as workers together with Him also plead 

with you not to receive the grace of God in vain. 
          2 Cor. 6:10 
  


